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Orphaned and besieged, Princess Alesandra knew that only hasty marriage to an Englishman could

protect her from the turmoil in her own land. To the amusement of her makeshift guardian, Colin,

younger brother of the Marquess of Cainewood, the bold raven-haired beauty instantly captivated

London society. But when Alesandra was nearly abducted by her unscrupulous countrymen, the

fighting instincts that won Colin a knighthood for valor were kindled. Deceiving himself that he

wanted only to protect her, Colin swept her into a union meant to be a marriage in name alone...yet

Alesandra's tender first kiss and hesitant caress ignited a wildfire in his soul. As the lovely princess

dashed headlong into unforeseen dangers, Colin would follow, knowing he must claim her as his

own forever. Now he would risk life itself before he would lose this sweet, tempestuous angel...
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Before reading Castles, I suggest to start with the Lion's Lady, then The Guardian Angel, The Gift

and lastly, read Castles. The characters in all 4 books are friends/related to each other. It is more

fitting if you know each character before reading the next book. If you read it in this order, I think it

will bring more excitement as some questions are answered on the later book. Some secrets are

also revealed beforehence.Castle is a story of Colin, who is the younger brother of Caine (in The

Guardian Angel) and a troubled Princess Alesandra, who is the ward of the Duke of Williamshire,

Colin and Caine's father. Alesandra was searching for a good husband in three weeks time, to save

her from marrying a ruthless General, who wanted to marry her only for the throne. I find the search



very enjoyable. The list of every noble and available earls and Dukes names... and of course, the

dipping of ink to cross each one off, as Colin finds each name in the list horrobly inappropriate. This

is my favorite part. I find the herione funny yet unselfsih, charming and regal. Even in her

frustrations and anger, mostly of Colin, she manage to remind herself "Dignity & Decorum". She is

afterall a princess. Her obsession of LISTING everything in a notecard is also quite amusing. Colin

is a proud yet somewhat a sensitive man. The best way to describe him is to compare him to a wild

horse that needed to be tamed. Alesandra did just that with love and patience. Flannagan, the

butler, is also one of my favorite character in this book. The Romance between the two is perfectly

match. There are just so many interesting and funny scenes. I don't want to give it all away so you

have to pick up the book to find out yourself. It is worth your time.
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